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KS Series Key Safe 
 
Technical Specifications: 
 
Electronic combination lock 
3 - 8 digit user codes 
Anti-tamper alarm after 3 incorrect code entries 
External power supply 
Emergency override key 
Requires 4 x AA (LR6) alkaline batteries 
2-year warranty in respect of materials and workmanship. 
 
Please read these instructions thoroughly before attempting to use the safe, and initially perform all 
operations with the safe door open until you are fully familiar with the product.  
 
Opening your safe for the first time  
                                                                                                         
Your new safe will arrive locked and without any batteries installed. Therefore to open your safe you will 
need to use the instructions given in section below for ‘Opening your safe in an emergency’. Then when 
batteries have been installed the safe will be in factory default. To open your safe for the first time follow the 
steps below: 
 
1. Input the factory default code 159 and press either the “A” or the “B” button. 
2. You should hear a short beep and the green light will come on.  
3. Turn the handle clockwise and pull the door towards you.  
 
Programming your own code into the safe                                                                    
 
1. Begin with the safe door open and the locking bolts withdrawn 
2. Press the red button on the inside of the door on the side, this can be found on the hinge side. You will 

then hear a beep and the orange light will come on. 
3. Input your chosen code (1-8 digits) and then confirm your code by pressing either the “A” or the “B” 

button.  This must be done within 15 seconds of the orange light appearing; otherwise you will have to 
start again from step 2. 

4. Check that your code has been accepted by operating the bolt work several times with the door open. 
 
Opening your safe 
 
1. To open the safe, input your chosen code followed by either the “A” or the “B” button. 
2. You should hear a short beep and the green light will come on.  
3. Turn the handle clockwise and pull the door towards you.   
 
Closing your safe      
 
1. To lock the safe, turn the handle in an anti-clockwise direction and the safe should lock. 
 
 
Battery requirements 
If while inputting opening your chosen user code safe the red and green lights come on, this indicates that 
the batteries require changing. Your KS Series Key Safe requires 4 x “AA” (1.5V) size batteries, which 
should be fitted into the battery compartment on the back of the safe door. 
 
Always ensure the batteries are correctly installed before closing the safe, use of alkaline batteries is 

recommended. If your batteries have run completely flat then you must re-programme your user 
code again following the steps described above. 

 
 

WARNING! 

 

NEVER LEAVE YOUR 

EMERGENCY KEY  

IN THE SAFE 
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Opening your safe in an emergency 
 
Your safe is supplied with 2 manual override keys. In case of emergency follow the steps below: 
 
1. Remove the Burton Safes plate located next to the handle. 
2. Insert the override key into the keyhole and turn the key in an anti-clockwise direction. 
3. Turn the handle in a clockwise direction. 
4. Keeping hold of both the key and handle, pull the door towards you and the safe will open. 
 

WARNING!   NEVER LEAVE YOUR EMERGENCY KEY IN THE SAFE. 
 

Installing the safe 
To reduce the risk of theft from your safe it should be secured to a wall. Your KS Series Key Safe has four 
8mm holes in back and it is advisable to secure the safe using the fixing bolts provided. Depending on the 
type of wall you are fixing to it may also be necessary to fit brackets below the safe to help support its 
weight.  Alternatively you may wish to counter sink your safe into the wall. 
 
Important Notes 

• If the safe is without power for more than 1 hour the memory on the lock will be lost and it will revert 
back to the factory default code of 159. 

• If whilst performing the programming instructions twenty seconds pass between pressing any 
buttons, you must start again.  

 


